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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory

Service Men Overseas
Protest Release Delay

First Child Born

EDITORIAL

Since December 31 To

Lewis Resigns As
Red Cross Chairman:

SERVICE

NOTES

Subscriptions Roll
In For Fund To Build
Memorial Stadhun Hare

Howard Pursell, ARM3c, Fulton,
Goes To Mayfield Soon Route 1, has received his discharge.
Leger Received Here Gives Idea
Leslie L. Rhodes, SF3c, Hickman,
Fulton Lions Club Sponsors MoveWay Men Feel About ContinSupt. Lewis Will Head Mayfield has received his discharge.
All Children Born Within 15 Miles
ued Delay In Shipping
Schools; Lawrence Holland
Jay P. Yates, Slc, Fulton Route ment To Raise $10,000 For Prole*
Of Fulton Are Eligbile For
Henry I. Seigel Heads Donors.
Them Home
To Take Over Fulton
3, and Walter A. Voelpel, HAlc,
Free Award; Parents Should
Schools
Fulton have received their disRegister At Once
A campaign was recently latmchMilitary Police Sunday broke up
charges.
ed by the Fulton Lions CIL& to
• sgowd of several thousand angry
J. O. Lewis, who 'has served as
Delbert L. Nichols, BKR3c, HickWill your child, or your friend's
American enlisted men who were child. be acclaimed the first born in
chairman of the local chapter of man, Route 3, have received their raise funds to be used in the construction of a fine Memorial Stanumbing on the commanding gen- this vicinity since midnight Decthe American Cross since 1936, re- discharges.
dium for the Fulton High School.
erars healquarters in Manila in pro- ember 31? All births since that lime
signed at a called meeting of the
Cpl. Matthew F. Barber, 144 Mctest against the War Deparement's within 15 miles of Fulton. should be
exectitive committee held at the Dowell-st, has received his dis- The list of donors is steadily growFall & Fall office Tuesday. Mr. charge at Atterbury Separation ing, and a total of nearly half the
anammeed slowdown in demobili- registered at once with the Fulton
goal of $10,000 has already been
Lewis, supertindent of Fulton City Center.
zation.
Electric & Furniture Company, for
subscribed by citizens.
schools, has resigned that position
Half a dozen groups published little Miss 1946 or little Mister 1946,
S. Sgt. Shannon Muryhey,
to accept a similar one at Maypaniphiets bitterly attacking the will be named, and receive nice
Fulton High School does not have
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Murphey; on
field. Lawrence Holland, principal
a stadium or park for football
War 'Department and Army "brass awards free. No strings attached,
his
received
has
Line,
State
West
of Fulton High, will be the new
hats fin delays. Thousands of sol- all that is necessary is the name,
games and other sports. In recent
discharge, after two years in the
superintendent. Mr. Lewis leaves
diers demonstrated in orderly fash- date and place of birth must be
years the school has made use of
graduate
to
do
plans
He
Pacific.
Fulton, Jan. 21.
the grounds at Fairfield Park, but
ion. The following letter from a registered at this store.
good
a
after
work at a university
Fulton soldier on Okinawa gives a
this has been unimproved and invacation.
Registrations of newly born babies
clear idea of how the service men
convenient. It is hoped that a perafter 18
January
night,
Looney
Saturday
B.
will
close
Neal
Cpl.
feel there:
manent park and stadium may be
receivhas
Pacific,
the
19, at 6 p. m. Awards will be made
in
months
established closer to the school,
p.
at
6:00
2,
Saturday, February
ed his discharge.
and the project sponsored by Ute
TO ALLL CONGRESSMEN,
m.
Pfc. Willie E. McClain of Ful- Lions Club should start the ball
Dear Sirs:
ton will obtain his discharge soon rolling. List of those who have alDo you know of any new babies
You were chosen by the citizens
from the Navy.
that
See
participate?
should
ready contributed to the Memorial
that
of your state as their representaKelly V. Rose, Yeoman 3c, of Stadium follows:
they are registered at once. Childtrues to Congress. It is your duty
Fulton has received his discharge Henry I. Seigel_ "
ren may have been born in hospit$1000.00
tis act in accordance with the will
from the Navy.
als here or at home. But time is
arn
50.00
1
Perhaps,
Smith's Cafe
of the majority.
.
registrations
for
running short
T5 James B. Adams, 128 Paschall- National Store
50.00
•
wrung. but I don't believe that
Come On, step right up, little "194fS"
st, Fulton, has received his dis- Airlene Gas Co.
50.00
y-ou have done such thus far. That
crown
charge.
of . . . . we shall feel proud to
50.00
A. G. Baldridge
I-s. ba relation to the thousands
of the new
queen
or
king
the
you
100.00
T5 Newel N. Newton, Fulton, R. City Coal Co.
samoce men who are stationed
year.
150.W
Maxwell McDade
3, has received his diw.•.harge.
owermas. -You have not made the
150.00
T5 Joe E. Fields of Hickman has O. K. Laundry
necessary legislaticm that will bring
50.00
M. L. Livingston & Co
received his discharge.
about a speedy return to the U. A. G. Baldridge Takes
25.00
Nor- Counts Lunch Room
403
Homra,
K.
David
Sgt.
S. for these men who fought to
ent
Managem
Over Store
50.00
man-st, Fulton, has received his ris- Andrews Jewelry Co
malanthe U. S. safe for you, The
50.00
serviceFry Shoe Store
us
of
most
that
charge frim the service.
question
busA. G. Baldridge, well known
50.00
Sgt. Alvis W. Bordwell, 114 Creig- Western Auto Store
men avant answered is: "When
man of Fulton for more than
25.00
•
Mr. Lewis has been very active st, Fulton has received his discharge. Ford Clothing Co
wall we get home? We want facts iness
thirty-five years, who took a long
10.00
in many civic programs here, and
Sgt. Thomas W. Forehand, 105 Joe M. Hall
-not preirnises."
vacation beginning back in 1942,
his many friends, Norman-st, Fulton, has received his Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Neely . 5090
by
missed
be
will
Navy?
our
to
happened
has
What
may now be found "back in harness
.. 100.00
Huddleston Hardware
and the community.
discharge.
Did the Japanese sink all of our
again" and on the job at his Ben
50.09
Exuctive comrnttee of the local
trans:
Pfc. Robert B. Day, 610 College- Evans Ilrug Co....... .....
five
the
ships? What about
Franklin Store-here.
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first?
who should come
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we
months sea dutai itt-the Aatlantic Gilbert DeMyer
T. N. McCoy Will Direct Campaign
an actual shortage of ships, as
25.00
COLORED EMPLOYEE
and Pacific. He .was in service for Fred Sawyer
now bear, let's get our ship yard
To Raise Funds For Infantile
50.00
Joe Kasnow
OF PAUL DEMYER
20 months.
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busy and build a few. Nothing is
100.00
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Although nobody
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Pearl-st, W. C. Forrester
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Walker,
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by
struck
when
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track
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Cull recently General
wasdound by Special Agent Lowell Fulton, has received his discharge. D. D. Legg
ChapKentucky
men
the
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alysis
of
capacity
ship with a
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Williams.
Fred B. Drewery, 420 College- Bennett Drug Store
T4
for
OkinFoundation
National
of
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of
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ter
was docked off the
15.00
An inquest was held after C. Zi's st, Fulton, has received his dis- Silver Palace
Infantile Paralysis, which conducts
5.00
awa It left here for Japan with
named A. charge.
s. Mansfield Martin
Mr
magistrate
local
Bowers,
almost
spent
the March of Dimes,
10.011
about one-fourth of its capacity. We
Hickman, and Munday Auto Parts
E.
W.
Bugg,
Call,
H.
H.
D.
Nev.:house,
Austin
B.
'T4
$200,000 to care for victims. This
25.00
have high point men begging to go
E. Huffman and Polly Cpl. Victor C. Brown Hickman, Mrs. Clarice Thorpe
disease is one of the most devas- Jackson, E.
50.00
borne. The same old story is redi:scharge.
jury.
Co
Drug
their
coroner's
Owl
the
on
received
have
tating among children, and through Yates
50.00
ported all ov,er the Pacific. The
Jones' body was found between
Charles E. Lyles, Flc, husband of Ward McClellan
Mr. Baldridge first started in the the National Program great work
25.00
tnitkas seen by men, enlisted men,
about
were
shoes
L. Lyles of Fulton, Smoke HOuse
and his
tracks,
Dorothy
the
Mrs.
brass
on.
variety store business in Fulton in is being carried
5.00
is that many a our men with
Harold Thomas
It is believed that he has received his discharge.
feet.aWay.
25
20.00
realize that if the men leave, they 1910, when he opened his store at
Murphey, W. Leon Hutchens
or . intogicated
S.
asleep
either
John
was
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S.
thus the location now occupied by The CITY NATIONAL SANK
50.00
adipose their poaitions, and
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MAKES FINE REPORT
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Shop
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they are tato other changes, he moved to
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AS OLD YEAR ENDS
get the men home. hi fact,
Guy R. Braaks, Fulton, Route Will Terry
T5
possible
his piesent location, and in 1927
5.00
delaying it as much as
Hunter Whitesell
received his discharge.
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2,
disturb- he enlarged the store. Mr. Baldridge
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The City National Bank, which
without creating too much
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Frank S. Clark, 122 Plain- Leader Store
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Co..........
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Pure
Fulton
What I and many others want
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FUL'TON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, JANUARY.11, 1946.

VOLUME FOURTEEN

A NEW YEAR BRINGS
RENEWED ENTHUSIASM
With the new year comes renewed enthusiasm among local businessmen and civic-minded individuals, and they face 1946 with the
belief that this next twelve months
will bring many worth while improvements in Fulton and the KenTenn Territory.
The publisher of The News hails
the fine spirit and civic pride of
the citizens of this community, and
denotes with special commendation
the splendid unity and co-operative
spirit among local business men in
all worthy community programs.
This self-same force plus the drivink. power of local civic groups will
determine the progress that Fulton
and the Ken-Tenn Territory make
in the coming months.
Down through the years any
forward step taken by our community has come as the united efforts of our businessmen and citizens have driven to a successful
goal.
Facing the future with renewed
hope and strength, after a worldwide conflict that has required our
grim and determined unity of purpose, we realize now more than
ever that we must never let up if
we are to keep step with demands
of progress as the world moves on
in peace times. No individual, no
community, no nation, can stand
still. It must move forward or slip
There are many tasks
backward
that face us here, and we feel confident that we shall meet - our
problems with the same unity, and
co-operative pride in our community that has brought us faae to face
with a new and wider era. The
challenge is before us--We shall
meet it, shoulder to shoulder

=
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THE FULTON COUL\

NEWS, fell L'l ON, KENTUCKY
•

AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. FA1 Frields is reported some
better aftr an attack of the flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Scarbrough
liave recently moved to the J. T,
Puckett farm.
Miss Virginia Mathis has returned from Akron, Ohio, where she
has been employed for several
months.
Almost the entire farmily of
Grant Bynum has been ill due to

The
BRONZOLEUM
Concrete Burial Vasa
kroven Dependa4414
Beauty

,Permanence
Strength

'
./
.01616
z .
r0
1.7"
0...
.A7

Sold Only Thru
Ptmeral Directors.
Made and Serviced by

KATTERJOHN
Concrete Products
Paducah, Ky.

the flu:—
Ray Ainsley has returned -from
overseas and has received his discharge from the Navy. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Ainsley.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis have
moved to the R. O. Vincent farm.
Mason Copeland fell while doing
interior decorating the past week
and suffered a broken leg. He was
carried to the Fulton hospital and
the bone was set. He returned home,
and is resting nicely.
David, young son of Mr. and Mrs.
Buton Lassiter suffered intensely
from a risin.in his head,ibut is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Athel Frields moved the Past week, locating in Graves
county.
Mrs. Corbitt Rickman and her
mother, Mrs. Susie Frields, have
been indisposed for ,two weeks due
to the flu and complications.
Death struck in our community,
taking the life of Uncle Dave McClure, 91, who had made his home
here for a long time. The deceased
was stricken with bronchical pneumonia and only lived a few days.
He is survvd by his companion, two
sons and three daughters, several
Funeral serviecs
grandehildren.
were held Monday at Salem Baptist church, with internment at Acree cemetery.
George Ed, baby son of Mr. and
Mrs. Erie Cunningham, is sick and
under the care of Dr. C. A. Bell of
Dukedom.
Mr. and Mrs. John Mitciliell are
now living in their new home, which
is modern in every respect.

Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serpe familes who have moved to
distant cities

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
FULTON, KY.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Phone 7
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults

IF IT CAN BE CLEANED
WE CAN CLEAN tT!
WE take great pride in our Cleaning and Pressing Service, and we are better equipped now in
our modern, new building to provide even better service than in the past.

WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT OUR NEW PLANT
Prompt, Courteous Service
PRESSING DONE WHILE YOU WAIT!

LET US REBLOCK YOUR HAT
AND MAKE IT LOOK LIKE NEW
Alterations and Repairs When Requested
PHONE No. I

QUALITY CLEANERS
CASH AND CARRY
227 Commercial Ave.

Fulton, Ky.

Lots of Ways To Get
Caught—For Example
If some one is bitten by your dog;
Or injured on your preimses;
Or property damaged by your children ;
If you are interested in the dozens of things
You are protected against for $10.00 confer with

Atkins Insurance Agency
PHONE N6. 5

Mrs. Carey Frields visited in the'
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Lassiter,
Lynville, during the holidays.
David Lassiter has just taken
pencillin for complications he suffered a few weeks ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Jones were
Sunday guests of Charlie
Jones.

•TIDBITS
LOOKING LIKE A MUSICIAN
Many of the customs that have
passed away are to be genuinely
rimmed, for they have left no adequate successors. On the other
hand, some of the passing institutions should have our farewell
blessings. I can think of nothing
that has changed more within my
lifetime than the musician's attitude toward himself and the very
similar attitude' of people toward
him. Frankly, I like the- newer
attitudes better.

HOLIDAY TRIP

•Silo Simpkins Says

1•31,t_thelyn M.Parkinson

Good machinery helps till the
soil and kill the toil. .
Remember that it's always open
season in the hunt for accident haz, ', i
,J ,• ,,, ards.
,y4,
An essential to the farmer who
, ',,,if„ takes soil conservation seriously Is
Y, ii %
a sense of humus.
A successful dairy farmer may
M ISS SCHULTZ had the trail
practically to herself until the be uncertain about the future, but
stop near the post where the sol not about pasture.
diers and girls thronged on. They
Make the new year a safe one on
were a typical holiday crowd, go• the farm—don't provide places for
ing to Chicago for the Christmas
/eft in condition to produce more
weekend.
It is a wise farmer who looks forMiss Schultz moved ov( • near her
window, and hoped some soldier v,iard to further progress rather
would sit down and talk to her. One than backward to past accomplishby one they glanced at the vacant ments.
seat beside her and went on. She
Farmers selling their timber
had given up when a young voice
said, "May I sit here, please?'" should see that their woodlands are
in condition to prdouce more
The so1dier was stocky, dark and
nice looking. Miss Schultz smiled. good quality forest products.
with
back
be
"If you wouldn't rather
A cheap way to improve worn
the young folks."
and sat down. land is to apply lime and phosHe grinned
"You're not so old. Besides, l'm phate, then seed to lespedeza and
lonely. I have no fotics except Elise, keep in pasture, for several years.
the girl I'm going to marty. She's
Good cows will take care of the
an Army nurse, in France now."
production end of the dairy busSchutt:
Miss
"That's difficult,"
iness through the winter if the care
said.
"You've seen action, I observe.'' and supply department functions
"Well, not as much as some of properly.
the fellows. At Guadalcanal I got
Obe can get more work done on
shrapnel in my leg. After Tarawa, I a fartn if he
uses the quickest and
had malaria. At Saipan, I got a
chest wound. But I'm going to be best way of doing each task.
good as new for Tokyo!"
A good dairy head depends large"And you're still a private!"
ly upon a good breeding program,
"It's O. K. Can't all be generals. Extension specialists say.
Only—a few extra bonds wouldn't
You can't use fertilizer next
hurt. You see, I was working my
way through school when this be. spring if you can't get it. A good
gam, and Elise was still in training move would be to buy and store
so we haven't anything saved."
it now.
"I might introduce myself," she
Many pieces of farm equipment,
said. "I'm Miss Hedwig Schultz. I have long tougues—but they can't
was retired as a Home Economics tell the farmer how
badly they
teacher, but now I'm back."
"Hedwig!" the boy laughed. "1 need winter care.
Operation of machinery is the
guess "Hedy' is short for that. Gomost harzardous task on the farm,
ing home for Christmas?"
Miss Schultz shook her head. "I'm statistics show. Next in order are
like you. No folks. The truth is, I'm the handling of livestock, and falls.
going to Chicago on a hunch. Evet
hear of the Al Joy quiz program?
EENILEXf
It's a good place for • soldier te
I •.1
•
make a little money, sometimes.
1
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Formerly a musician was made to
feel that he was hardly of this
world. The actual merit of his
music was hardly entered into this
feeling of superority that was everywhere assumed by the musician
and encouraged by those vvho were
his admirer's. If he had ten lessons
on the violin (not the fiddle, heavens!), he felt called on to let his
hair grow long or to have it cut in
some eccentric way, as much like
some of the elder race of musicians
as possible. Just v,hy the hair was
to indcaite one's ability I have never found out. Sometimes the musician affected queer clothes and
still queerer neckties. He was a
man of distinction and had to show
his unusualness. No musician could
possibly be expected to do ordinary labor. Violent exercise might
injure his bow arm or his delicate
fingers. Hence the musician was
literally "all dressed up and nowhere to go." Some of the most
third-rate musicians I have ever
known were the most eccentric in
their dress, appearance, hair. and
manners, not to mention morals.
Fortunately, the rest of us have
by degrees lost our open-mouthed
•*
awe of musicians, not because we
have come to think less of them
but because we have learned more
about music. However much a musician has talent, we know now that
he must work like anybody else
who achieves success. And our
knowledge of that ha sincreased our
respect for a music as a trade, an
occupation, rather than an inspired.
unearthly sort of thing. We have
seen people with reasonable mucical tajent work so faithfully that
they have done well, as well in
this field as most of us' can do in
ous. Occasionally, but such people
"Well, I'll be Jiggered."
are rare, a genius arises who can
startand
origional
I've sent them a question, and I've
do something
ling in music, but geniuses any- a hunch they're going to use it.
]If they do, I'd like to be there."
where are not found every clay
"But—lots of people send quesRarely are geniuses very good mus- tions."
it teachers, anyway; most of us had
"Mine is good," she said. "It's a
to learn our music from people who I catch question."
did.
we
as
plod
knew how to
"I'll just bet!" he laughed. "Keep
The change to a more sensible my place! I'll get us some candy
bars."
attitude toward music came about
She heard a girl ask, "Say, solonly a few years ago. People who dier, what's she got that I haven't
piano,
or
or
the
played the violin,
got?"
"Me!" Dan said good-naturedly.
the various wind instrurnents gradually began to look like human beHe offered Miss Schultz the
ings rather than freaks that had es- candy. She reached for one, then
caped from a circus. A very good dropped her hand to her lap. "I
almost forgot," she laughed. "No
test of the changed attitude will ap- sweets in my diet. People think dia
All
of
incident..
little
pear in this
betics have always eaten too much
us had assembled at our college sugar. It isn't true. Diabetes is
chapel to hear a new applicant for caused by a disturbance of the
a position in the music department. islsmds of Langerhans. They're cell
Only one or two had seen the new groups in the pancreas. They control sugar metabolism in the body."
man and therefore, had a special
"Well, I'll be jiggered!"
reason to expect anone except the
Before they parted Dan said,
lod-fashioned musician with the "Miss Schultz, I enjoyed the ride
freakist clothes and the wild hair. Hope
see you again."
Imagine our surprise and strange
After dinner she hurried to the
joy when a modestly-dressed young broadcasting station. The studio
man, looking like a country farm was decorated for Christmas. She
agent of a bond salesman appeared started as she saw that Private Dan
and played the piano, explaining as Monroe had been chosen as one of
the contestants.
he played the nature of what he
One by one the others were elimiwas doing, relating his program to nated. Dan stood
alone. "And now
several whole periods of musical for the jackpot question," the anhistory. Still stranger was the feel- nouncer said. "Five hundred thirtying of several of us when I told four dollars! Could you use that,
him that he looked more like a soldier?"
"Could I!"
country farm agent; he saw t.he inallow may I ask?"
tended compliment and thanked
"Well, I've got a girl . . ." Ap
me, whereas a musician a few year ,plause drowned his voice.
before that time would have thought
."Let me warn you," the anhimself grossly insulted if he had nouncer said, "this is a catchy spiestion.
But you've been around a lot.
been taken for anything but a musWhere are the islands of Langerician and in a very great one at that. hans?"
Thus passes the eccentric player of
Miss Schultz held her breath until
tunes, or at least most of the tra- Dan said clearly, "the islands of
dition, and I am not weeping to see Langerhans are situated in the pancreas, sir."
this old custom disappear.
EVeryline-WhociPed;liffsii -Schultz
scarcely heard " . . . a one-hunEvery man has obligations which dred dollar bond will
be mailed to
belong to his station. Duties ex- Miss Hcdwig Schultz. . . ."
tend beyond obligation, and direct
Later, a soldier called, "Merry
the affections, desires and inten- Christmas, Redy," threw his arrnc
around
her and gave 'her a great
tions as well as the actions.—
big kiss. "Lno!:, Hedy, I'll buy
Whewell.
a sundae—the biggest, ocshiest, keoOnly so much do I know as I iest, sweetest—oh—oh! You
can't eat
have lived.—Emerson.
it—or can you?"
Miss Schultz winked roguishl
A wise man loses nothing, if he
"See if I can't!" she Istii
hut svae himself.—Seneca.
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Trees don't have to leave the
farm to be profitable. A good market for home grown tirnber is in
the construction and repair of farm
building.
Booby traps are plentiful on
farms—they hide on stairways, unstable ladders, in haylofts, etc. nd
remember--accidents never tire of
waiting to happen.
Hens need a "vacation" after they
have completed a year of laying,
and should be fed well during the
molting period if they are to be
kept in the laying flock a second
year.
Narrowness of mind is often the
cause of obstinacy; we do not
easily believe beyond what we
see.—Rochefoucauld.

•CLASSIFIED ADS•
FOR "SALE--55-gal. reconditioned fuel oil drums, $2.25; 50-gal.
syrup bbls. $2.00, f. o. b., Memphis.
American Trading Post, 1088 N.
llite.
7th St., Memphis.
FOR SALE—White enamel coal
and wood range. Slightly used.
ltp
Call 133, ask for Larry.

CHAS. W. BURROW
REAL ESTATE and
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
BANK--PRONE 61

Farm and City Property
List or Buy With Us!

REPAIR WORK
I am now able to do seine
repair week on watches and
Invite your patronage.

R. M. KIRKLAND
Jeweler
'RAIN STREET
FULTON

KY.

notice!
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Keeps for weeks on your pantry shelf
...ready for quick action
IF YOU BAKE AT HOME— Fleiachmann's
Fast Rising Dry Yeast lets you make all the
delicious bread your family loves, quickly
. . any time you want to.
Easy to use ... feat-acting
. Fleischmann's Fast Rising stays full-strength for.
weeks okyour pantry shelf—always ready
for quick action whenever you need it. Get
Fleiachniann's Famt Rising Dry Yeast today.
At your grocer's.

Announcement-To Our Old Friends and Customers
In The Ken-Tenn Territory
We have reopened our lumber yard in
Fulton, and will be pleased to serve you.
lthough building materials are still
scarce and will continue to be for several months,
we will endeavor to procure as much merchandise as possible for our customers.
Your patronage solicited and appreciated.

KRAMER Lumber Co.
Walnut Street

Phone 96

Fulton, Ky.
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Register All BabiesIn Free Award Contest
Contest Closes Saturday, Jan. 19 AVe
STOVE SPECIAL TwVE:
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Our feature attraction this
week is the popular KOL-GAS
HEATER, which is built to
heat several rooms at economical fuel cost. The regular price
of this heater is $64.95. Our
Special This Week--

All Babies born in this vicinity are eligible for participation in OUR FREE
AWARDS to be given the
first three births in the
new year or since midnight
December 31, 1915.
All you have to do is REGISTER NOW, the name,
date and place of birth of
the baby. So, if you or any of
your friends, residing

within

15

miles of Fulton, have a new born
baby, please register AT ONCE at
this store. Registrations will close
Saturday Night, Jan. 19 at 6:00 p.
m. Awards will be made Saturday

Interior Decoration
Special
Just received a new shipment
of JOHNSON'S GLO - COAT
FLOOR POLISH. Self-polishing and drys in 20 minutes.

Night, February 2, at 6:00 p. m.

$54•95
Also OTHER BRANDS and SIZES in GOOD HEATERS

Come On, Folks! Tell us
about the new babies. It
costs nothing whatsoever
to enter baby in the contest

One-Half
Gal. Size

99

1•

Applicator
FREE

Don't Forget To Help Us Select the First Baby of 1946
out
CHILDRENS DEPARTMENT

Select Baby's
Furniture Here!

You Will Find Many Worth While Values

At Meal Time Cookhe
Comes Easier With A New

Wood and Coal Range!
We have a nice selection of good Ranges and invite you to visit our store before you buy. They
are priced from—

$3.70 to $12.95

CHILD'S HIGH CHAIRS

$59.50 to $94.50

101

ALL METAL STROLLERS, rubber tires $12.95
$1.95 to $9.95

CHILD'S ROCKERS
CHILD'S TRAINING SEATS

$1.95 and $,5.95

HAM' CRIB, well constructed

$16.25 to $19.26

Popular, New Records
Arriving Regularly

JEN.

CRIB MATTRESSES, wet proof $7.75 to $9.95
BABY CAR SEATS, ride with ease

$3.95

BABY SWING, complete with spring

$3.00

BABY BASSINET, really nice for baby

$9.95

This is headquarters for phonograph records. We
have a larae variety in Victor, Coltunbia, Decca,
Brunswick and other recordings. New shipments
are being received regularly in popular, hill billy.
blues. sacred, and instrumental numbers. See us
for your favorite records.

Baby Hot Plates__ $1.50
Baby Bottle Warmer $2.49
Baby Picture Book__ $1.50
BABY BATHONETT, it's so hana____ $10.95

r-'

THE NEVI ICELVINATORS ARE HERE! YOU
MUST SEE THESE MODERN ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS TO REALLY APPRECIATE
THE VALUE OF ONE IN YOUR HOME.

Baby Storage Chest_ $3.50
CHILD'S Phonograph RECORDS

16c

REMEMBER--We have a good stock of Farm Radio Batteries, the A and B Pack, and an experienced radio
repairman to take care of your troubles.

HILTON ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
•

, pAager
W40
4

PHONE 100

FULTON,KEN'
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•
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Nation Cannot Avoid
Food, Farm Surplus

definite affect upions that have
on the economic welfare of the
country.

With Disappearance of Abnoral
War-Time Demands Surplus
Will Increase; Farmers Warned of Sinking Prices
A report just released by the Agricultural Department at Washington offers scant hope the Nation
will be able to avoid postwar problems of fod and farm surplusses,
and their resulting unfavorable ec0/20MiC developements.
These surpluses, the report said,
are expected to arise with the disappearance of 'abnormal wartime
demands, probably in 1947.
On the other hand, due to the
disturbing conditions that exist in
industry, there is likely to be definite shortages in some products
duling 1946.
Possible plant seizures by President Truman loms ino the face of
a mounting strike wave which
threatens to make more than 2,000000 workers idle from coast to
coast by mid-January. Chief among
that probably will be seized by the
governement Will be the meat packing industry as a last resort to
avoid a possible food famine resulting from the decision of unions
in the industry to strike January 16.
ming some
On the horizon are loomajor problems that will require
skillful handling, as the United
States turns again to peace-time
pursuits. Prospects cast a dark
shadow across ihe nation as postwar adjustments cause repercuss-

Cayce Wins Over
Fulton 12 to 15
The Cayce Tigers gave a roar
Friday night that completely overwhelmed the Fulton Bulldogs. Cayce led all the way, the score at the
half 6-23, and this score was rapidly built up by the Tigers, who playFriday night with a completely revisted team. Joe Wall, high point
man of the season, after an appendectomy. Glen Rice, main scoring
man of the second team, took a
place on the team, acting as guard
with Tucker, the fast guard from
the Sopohomore class. Allen took
over Wade's place as center just
after the half when WE,ide went out
on personal fouls. The Fulton team
greatly felt the absence of one of
its main players, Eugene Bard, who
was absent because of illness. Bobby Brasfield, Captain of the Tigers,
said that he thought .that Jerol
Kyles, also a former member of the
team, would be playing by the next
game, which will be with Western
on Friday night, Jan 11, at Western.
FULTON
CAYCE

LATfriAM
Pvt. Robert Foster arrived in
Latham Monday morning after
his discharge from service.
Pfc. Paul Harwood also arrived
Monday with his discharge.
Mrs. Brownlow Brundige and
Detroit
Suzanne returned from
last week. Suzanne entered school
at Bible Union Monday. Brownlow will come later to operate a
store in Latham.
Leon Mosley reached home last
Friday with his discharge from
the Navy.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Carney are on
_
the sick list again.

:restone

saki,
tkearoce •
n
SLASHED
if°
PRICES
au'
JANUARY

One-of-a-Kind ...
Limited Quantities
SHOP EARLY

We are glad to have Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Dawson's family back in
their home in Latham.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Reed are
moving to Fulton this week.
Robbie June Carney is still absent from school. She is suffering
from flu and bronchitis.
More buying and selling has
taken place in Latham. Mr. Avis
Barber of St. Louis purchased the
Bennie Ivie home in Lathfltn. Mr.
Bet Ligons bought the Carney
place near Bible Union school. Mr
Willie Harwood bought the Widow
French farm west of Latham.
Carter, 6
Wall, 15
Mr. Rom Biggers of this comB. Bone, 2
Brasfield, 6
munity passed away last Sunday
Wade, 5
L. Bone, 3
night after a short illness. He is
'igue, 0
Rice, 6
survived by one son, Vodie who
Neaks, 1
Tucker, 6
lived with him. He was buried at
Subs: Fulton—Duncan, 1, Brow- Good Springs Monday.
Mr. Tillman Brann of the Lone
der, Nelms, Baird, Campbell.
Oak community passed away WedCayce--Allen, 2, Logan.
nesday of last week and was buried at Good Springs Thursday of
the past week. He leaves his companion, two sons, Thomas and
Beautroyoe and one daughter, Mrs
Willie Cashon of St. Louis; three
grandchildren, Delila Hastings, Eldred and Jean Cashon.

Whiteway
Taxi Service
Phone 187
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ON EVERY ONE
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Quick Action

Drain Pipe Cleaner, reg. 25c_

I For
Passaagar
Cars. Whit*
Porcololo
OotyI

59c

6W

19c

___

Firestone Supreme

21c

Silver Polish, 12 oz., reg. 25c
Cream

FurnitureTPollak reg. 39c___

29c

Fabric

FOR

FOR

Dry Cleaner, Gallon, reg. 98c __

2

Spot

77c

St•

Remover, 5 ounces, reg. 29c___.

Tor every plug you buy, you
got another for lust ono
penny! Guaranteed°to give
you quicker, easier starts or
your money back! A. sensational opportunity!

FLOYD GARGUS RETURNS
HOME TO MANAGE HIS
SHOP AFTER DISCHARGE

19c

Toilet Bowl Cleaner, reg. 25c____

SPARK
PLUGS

21c

Reversible

Dust Mop, reg....98c

___ 89c

Self Polishing

Floor Wax, Quart, reg. 65c __

!Pc

Liquid

DAY AND NIGHT

BEGGS& GRAVES,Props.

Mothproofer, Quart, reg. 19c

sroa' sou.
sroal

Floyd Gargus, after serving two
years in the U. S. Navy, has received his clischarge and is back home
again. He is welcoming old friends
at his shoe shop on Lake-st next
door -to the City National Bank.
Mrs.- Gargus has been managing
the business while her "husband was
in service.

RUBBER
DOOR MATS

Fiber Broom, reg. 98c ___

82c

Clothes Dryer, reg. 1.25
Pad and Cover, reg. 1.39 ___

98c

Kitchen Stool, reg. 2.95____
Long-Handle Siwvel, reg.

4%
'

FULTON BANK

:
)
1.09r
•Reduced Price
•Self-Cleaning Design
•All-Rubber

of Fulton in the State of Kentucky at the
close of business on December 31, 1945

- $1.98
_ 98c
Garden Hand Cultivator, reg. 1.29 98c
Paint Brush, 3-inch, reg. 1.09_ __ _ 89c
Paint Brush, 31
4-inch, reg. 1.35__-_ $1.09
/
Paint Brush, 1-inch, reg. 1.65 ____ $1.39

ts

SEAT COVERS

A door mat for years of
service. Go- I looking, long
wearing, wonderful value!

COUPE COVERS
COACH and •
• SEDAN COVERS

ASSETS
Loans and discounts
United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed
Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve balances, and cash items in process of collection
Bank premises owned, (none) furniture and fixtures 83,477.47
(Bank premises owned are subject to $ (none) liens not assumed by bank)
Other assets

$

18,008.50
127,072.79

Reg. 1.49
Heavy Duty

219,790.97
3,477.47

HOUSE
BROOM
1.33

2,769.31
371,119.04

TOTAL ASSETS

•
•

Firmly bound with five
strong stitchings. Best
quality broom corn.

LIABILITIES
Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
Deposits of• banks
Other deposits (certified and officers' checks, etc )
TOTAL DEPOSITS
$311,119.04

268,520.54
40,000.00
2,598.50

1•OTAL LIABILITIES (not including subordinated obligations shownsbove).:........ ..-

311,119.04

•

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

$8.45
$14.95
Garage and
Screen Door

HARDWARE
Screen Door Latches, Cellar Door
Seta, Chain and Foot Reba.
Values up to 49e

AUTO
,t4ElkID S

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Capitals
Surplus
TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

_ 1.07

Handy

;W

. Report of Conditiontif •

__ 32c

Lightweight

Reg. 39c

TME
PILSEIMATIVE

49c
FROST SHIELD, reg. 69c
WINTER FRONT, reg. 1.39.._....__ $1.09

50,000.00
10,000.00
60,000.00

TAR and OIL REMOVER, reg. Stac_ 19c
Radiator Rust Resister, reg. 39c _ _ 19c

371,119.04

• This bank's capital consists of $ (none) of capital notes and debentures; (none) shares first
preferred stock with total par value of $ (none); (none) shares second preferred stock with
total par value of $ (none); and 500 shares common stock with total par value of $50,000.00.

194)
Helps keep rubber-tough,,,
Ofte park

FIRESTONE Brake Linings

I, J. F. Duncan, Vice-Pres. and Cashier, of the above-named bank, do solenuily swear that
the above statement is true, and that it fully and correctly represents the true state of the
several matters herein contained and set forth, to the best of my knowledge arid belief.
J. F. DUNCAN, Vice-Pres. and Cashier.

SAFETY BLOCK SET, Curved, drilled and ready for installation—

Set

FIRESTOtirLi HomE AND

Correct—Attest:
W. S. ATKINS
IRA W. LITTLE
GILSON LA1TA
Directors

AUTO SUPPLIES

4LF HORNBEAK and W. L. HOLLAND, 'Owners

(SEAL) State of Kentucky, County of Fulton, ss:
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 5th day of Jamiary, 1948, and I hereby certify. that
I am not an offioer or director of this bank.
W L HAMPTON,.Notary Public.
My col:minim moires. July 17, 1948.

Lake Street
.•

Fulton, Kenu

•

THrirFU LTON COUN TY NEW S. FU LTON. KENTUCKY
PILOT OAK

W. and Mrs. Ewing Rowland Mr. and Mrs. Eston Brovider Susi-!r
Ferd Steele, Mrs. VioS Moore,
am'
Mr. and Mrs. Will Warren are still and Loudora have returned home day.
a
sick
after
the
her
are
with
list,
three
visit
others
all
weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Hardy are
Mr. Jess Coleman lett Sunday on
parents, Rev. and Mrs. Morelock taking their baby to Paducah for
for Detroit after heing in our vi- convalescing.
'X-ray treatments. It's condition
cinity for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Cal Webb attend- in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Hicks moved ed church here Sunday.
Thomas Hainley of the Navy is is slightly improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thompson
Saturday to the Pinkie Casey
We appreciate the sunshine af- home on furlough with his parents
are taking a vacation in Florida.
Casey property on the Pilot Oak ter several days of cloudy, rainy Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hainley.
and Dukedom rood.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Browder Retonga Brings Prompt He and Mrs. Balthrop have raised
Margaret Crawford is convalesweather.
Mr. and Mrs. Pe.sn Grissom, Mrs
13 children.: and no family stands
Mrs. Edd Mount is real sick af- cing after being very ill with a and daughter, melia, returned to
Relief From Nervous In- higher.
Oak Ridge, Tenn., Monday after
r;iscussing Retonga, he
Edna Waggoner, Mr. and Mrs. ter a relapse from flu.
sore throat.
digestion
And
Pains In gratefully continued:
spending the holidays with their
Mr. Willie and Murray Yates
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder
Muscles. Can Eat Plen- "I suppose I had an old fashioned
returned back to Detroit after be- parents,
ty And Work All Day case of nervous indigestion. I raise
ing at the funeral of their mother and Mr. and Mrs. Gus Donoho.
all of our food and it
Mrs. Sudie Yates.
Now, Says Well Known practically
FULTON MAYOR TOOK
is good, and all. my family ate
* Mrs. Carnell Johnson visited
Farmer.
OFFICE MONDAY NIGHT
heartily but me. I suffered from
Mrs. Mary Collins Thursday aftergas pains and sour indigestion until
noon of last week.
Councilmen Were Sworn In At
sometimes I thought I would drop_
Mrs. Ira Rams visited Mrs. EdDecember Meeting; City EmI felt full of toxic poisons from
na Waggoner Saturday afternoon.
ployees Were Named
constipation and sometimes had,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton McNeely
This Week
such severe pains in my arms and
and children of Murray took dinshoulders I could hardly raise my
T
T.
Boaz,
of
who
mayor
Fulton,
ner Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
hands above my head.
the
was
in
elecgeneral
re-elected
Willie Crittenden.
"I never saw 'anything like the
tion Monday night during the regurelief Retonga gave me. I eat anyMr. and Mrs. Milton Steele and
lar session at the December meetDeward Steele of Waier Valley
thing and put in 'frorA 10 to 14
ing, and are as follows: Frank Bravisited Mr. and Mrs. Ferd Steele
hours a day on my farm when necdy, Smith Atkins, Charles Gregory,
Thursday of last week.
essary. My wife tlso felt tear
Dr. J. L. Jones, H. H. Murphy and
Misses Bettie and Peggy Casey
rundown and Retonga brought her
R. C. Pickering.
and Helen Crittenden called on
as wonderful relief as it did me. It
K. P. Dalton was re-elected by
Mrs. Will Collins Sunday afterwould be hard to praise Retonga
the council to serve as chief of ponoon.
enough."
' Mr. E. S. BALTHROP
Retonga is intended to relieve
Mrs. Hattie and Thehna Puckett lice, and Martha Smith- was re"Both my wife and I have taken
and daughter, and Allie Rowland named city clerk. James Warren, Retonga and we reconunend it distress due to inSufficient flow of
visited Mrs. Winnie Steele Sun- recently released from the Navy, every chance we get," declares Mr. gastric juices in the stomach, loss
was named city attorney. All oth- E. S. Baltbrop, well-known farmer of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency
day afternoon.
, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Crittenden er employees of the city will re- of Route 1, Thomasville, Tenn., who and constipation. Accept no subivere'called, to the bedside of their main the same.
is one of the best-known farmers stitute. Retonga may be obtained
and cattle raisers in his section, at DeMyer's Drug Store. son, Noernanin the Murray hospiLOU
MRS.
JONES
tal Monday afternoon. Norman
has just returned from overseas.
Mrs. Walter L. Jones, 72, died at
a speedY recovery.
We wish:Ishii_
Charlie Hainley's family moved home of her step-son. Malcohn
McConnell, Tuesday
into the. John Morris home here' Jones, in
morning after a brief illness. Fune- ,
Monday.
ral services were conducted at the
McConnell Baptist Church WedPALESTINE
nesday by her pastor, Rev. J. R.
Hamlin, with internment at Camp
Bro. Sandse filled his pulpit SunGround Cemetery.
day and he and his wife were the
She first maried Thomas Montguests of Mr. and Mrs. Gus BrowgomerY. then M. I. Stafford, both
der miter church.
clied. Her husband,-Walter Jones,
Miwand Mrs. Leslie Nugent visitPreceded hir in death, dying Nov.
ed Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt
$. 1044.
Sunday evening.
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Mobley were Mr.
and Mrs. Cr B. Caldwell and Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt.
Mrs. R. H. Pewitt is improving
after several days illness,
Crecuntilalon relieves promptly beS. Sgt. Shannon Murphey arrived cause
it goes right to the seat of the
Saturday night from Fort Knox trouble to help loosen and expel germ
and aid nature to soothe
phlegm,
laden
discharge
his
received
where he
and heal raw,tenderinflamed bronchial
from the Army.
mucous membranes. Tell your druggist
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Browder to sell you a bottle of Creomultdon with
the understanding you must like the
received a letter Monday frorif their waY quicklY allays the cough or you
son, Sgt. Iluchaid P. Browder say- are to have your money back.
lrilr tat 'bad 'oft Japan Deg 10th
via of Panama' Canal, and 'thinks For Cowles, Oast Colds, Bronchitis
he will arrive in New Yori-this
come to Fort Knox
week. He
for his discharge before returning
FOR
home about Jan. 20th.
The Woman's Society of Chrisafter- HEALTH'S SAKE-tian Service met Wednesday
Browder.
Gus
Mrs.
SEE YOUR
noon with
Martha Jean Brown was a guest
CHIROPRACTIC
Sunday.
of ,,lluth Browder
PHYSICIAN
Mrs. W. D. Inman underewent a
Hosmajor operation at the Fulton
PHONE 450
fine.
pital Monday and is doing
DR. B. L. DAVIS
James Browder is in Lexington,
Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store
Ky,, this week on business.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
3,417and Mrs. Perry Browder and
of
Aligneli Browder were guests

red

Family Well
But He Couldn't Eat

PLUMBING
SERVICE
;cit..5.
R. STRA ON
TAX
NOTICE

•

BACK ON THE
JOB AGAIN!

Pay Your Taxes Now aid Avoid Penalties.

Relief At last
For Your Cough

Collector will be at the

CITY NATIONAL BANK
IN FULTON
JANUARY. 15thsA1D 30th.

CREOMULSION

MYATT JOHNSON,

We are glad to announce to our friends and
customers that we are back on the job aftir
receiving our discharge from the Navy, aad
invite you to visit us.
Let us express our sincere appreciation kir
your patronage while I was away, and to
assure you that we shall strive to render
QUALITY WORKMI4SHIP AND COURTEOUS
SERVICE AT ALL tuns.

GARGUS
SHOE
SHOP
Next Door To City National Bank

Special Tax Collector

Lake Street

Pasteurized Milk--

Fulton, Ky.

BODY SHOP

"THE SAFE MILK"
Pasteurized products
have become recognized as Se utast and
test for build* sad
keeping good health.

•.

We take great pride
in serving thousands of
satisfied customers in
the Ken-Tenn territory.

Voily g46/3

FULTON PURE MILK CO.
ion OF PASTEURIZER Nair

We specialize in FENDER AND BODY
REPAIRING, Wreck Repairing, Tractor
aad Automobile Paintiag.....
,Skilled Operators, Specialized Paint Room,
Prompt Service.
We do nothing but first class work.

Bill Bradley,Inc
Sales - FORD - Senice'
Martin Tenn.
Phone 248
t'
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SUCCESSFUL FARM PR.ACTICE kets. Under most conditions la
CONSERVES SOIL, BALANCES Tennessee it has been found that
PRODUCTION, EXPERT SAYS successful farmers have from fourto seven important scources of inComfortable and pleasant living come, at least one of which is Mel
conditions, education, food, cash in- intensive enterprise such as nufk
come and financial security for the cows, poultry, tobacco, truck crops,
faI'M family are provided for in a or cotton. A balance between feed
successful fat-ming business; but crops and livestock has been fou.ad
pronthe business is not successfu unless to be highly important under
.
this is done without permanently tically all conditions.
Labor efficiency can be accomdepleting soil rescources, says J. L.
Anderson, Extension farm manage- plished by the proper ombinatios
ment specialist, U-T College of Ag- of crops and livestock to spread the
work throughout the year, and by
diculture.
Successful farming depends upon labor saving methods and equipseveral factors, Anderson says. ment.
Prominent among them.'are: adeMost successful farmers have bees
quate size of business; proper choice found to have higher yeilds than
and combination of crops and live- the average for their commundzy_
stock; efficient use of labor; effi- As a general rule, crops with the
cient crop yeilds; and efficient live- highest value per acre should be
stock production. There points were grown on the most productive bad
indicated by studies of some 20,000 to which those particular crops are
farm business records
kept by adapted. High production per wati7,000 farmers of Tennessee during mal, minimum losses from diseases.
the pfst15 years.
and high production per unit al
The size of the farm business feed are essential to the SUCCeIIIII ef
should be sufficient to give the livestock and enterprises.
farmer fulltime employment at
productive work. The combination
It is seldom that God waft
of land use and livestock requires such calamities upon man as =ea
crops and livestock suited to the bring upon themselves and sutler
soil, the climate, and available mar- willingly.—Jeremy Taylor.

a.

J. PA1UL BUSHART
Editor and Publisher
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PUBLLSHED EVERY FRIDAY
lettered as second class matter Jtme
71. 1833, at the post office at Fulton,
tIC.y.. under the act of March 3, 1879.
OBITUARIES Card of Thanks,
Saltiness Notices and Political C-arda
charged at the rates specified by
edeertising departxnent

t,A')
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liksbecription rates radius of 20
Mike of Fulton $1.50 a year. Elsewhere $2.00 a year.
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WHAT DOES Tiff PUBLIC
WANT?
We have been reading and hearing a lot about Government ownership of this and that, and co-ops
of various kinds. And we get to
wondering if the average citizen
and taxpayer stops to think what
it is all about.

•

Every tirne the federal government goes'into business, or a nontaxpayers'cooperative sets up in business, they are in competition with
the tax-paying private
owned
store. Therefore it is only just and
right that whether privately owned, or co-op owned all business establishments should have to pay
taxes.
For these services are made to
taxpayers, by setting up socialized
bttsiness without taxation. then
such a plan is not only unfair to
private enterprise, but will bring
about heavier individual taxation
upon John Q. Public, because the
loss must be made up somewhere.
Everybody knows that taxation is
not decreasing but is steadily and
surely mounting. The question is
how long will and can the taxpayers
carry the load.
Everybody and every business
ought to pay income taxes on all
earnings.
No individual, or group or individuals, should be allowed to earn
money, and go tax free at the expense of the rest of us. Already
farmers, salaried people and merchants alike, pay more than they
thould, anl nuless some equality in
j ..ying taxes is established, we all
s,and to pay more.
A LOOICTO THE FUTURE

NM

TONE 1945

.‘

VICTORY PULPWOOD CAMPAIGN

k
'
t
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TO

Nultun Tounty ?Inns
recognition of the valuable contribution this
newspaper has made to the nation's war program by its efforts to inctease the production
of pulpwood.
in

WAR PRODUCTION BOARD
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Large funds are being obtained
by labor leaders from members,
reserve funds are being set aside
to battle even our government. We
see no reason why these funds
should not be subject to government
taxation, and require regular income tax reports the same as business .or individuals. It is for the
good of union members, and the
general public, that the functions
of the unions be open and above
board, and strictly subservient to
the government in the matter of
making priodic reports.
Some define action along this
line will be necessary before there
can be harmony between labod and
industry. Both are a part of our
country, and both must act with respect toward each other, and for
the general good of all the people.

known to them and frequently used
for undermining the unity of our
country is by infiltratig into the
ranks of sound American groups.
The American Legion has recognized the problem frankly and met
it squarely. No informed American can do less.

•

•

RS'

1 0
sonal freedom allows each person.
to do his part. It's a fact—not a
boast—when we say America leads
the march of prograss. If y-ou need
proof, ust look aruond you. We
over here have the highest standard of living in the world. We lead
the world in production and distribution of the good things of life.
Just look around you. Then match
up what you see with statistics
about the rest of the world's living
standards.
It's common setase to find out
why America is far ahead —so that
we as a nation will luaow what to
do to keep her out in front. In other words —find out what you've
got to do to protect what you've
got. Why does America lead the
march of progress ? Because our
system of personal freedom allows
each person to do his best. And
then each of us in doing his best —
then only "the best" can result. So
lond as we keep our system of
personal freedom, America will
keep ahead of the crowd in everything.

.4

PA IRE FA S
AReality in 1946
In furtherance of our activitieo
to extend and improve telephone service

President Truman has good reaOnce it was said that no labor
son to get up in the air about refor farmers, telephones will become a restrike could succeed unless backed
conversion prospects in the United
by public sentiment, but that was
States, but.when he cast reflections
before Labor had political leaders
ality in 1946 for a large number of the
upon Crongress, he should rememat the national capital carrying the
ber the old axiom "not to throw
torch. Labor has won some of its
AGAINST
rural residents who haye been waiting for
stones if you live in glass houses." RESOLUTIONS
most important victories in the
The condition that exists on the
SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES face of disapproving public sentilabor-industry front today did not
them.
ment. But it had friends in the
just happen over night. It has
Known to everyone familiar with White House and on Capitol Hill.
pera
long
been building up over
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND 'TELEGRAPH CO,
the subversive movement in this The greatest battle between iniod of years—credit for which can
INCON POR AT L D.
country is the fact that_hoth Com- dustry and labor is shaping up and
be given to the New Deal adminisSelfishness is the grand moving
munists and Fascists deliberately must soon come unless the Admititration which started out with Rooaim to change our form of govern- istration and Congress summon principle of nine-tenths of our
sevelt in 1932.
ment and to substitute their re- courage to assert the nation's might actions.—Rochefoucauld.
have
obunions
labor
Heads of
Avoid pretension; Nature never
spective philosiphies for that un- against militant forces defying conofficial
tained a death grip on
stituted authortiy and bent on rul- pretends.—Lavater.
derlying American democracy.
Washington, and have become so
Americans are becoming increas- ing the country.
unreasonable in their demands and
intentions
claims that no consideration is giv- ingly aware of what the
elements are and,
TT TE OLD JUDGE SAYS...
en to what the general public de- of the subversive
It is high time that both labor
sires, or what is right or wrong so in proportion as they do, the way and inlustry get together anl setFascism
far as other groups are concerned. to defeat Communism and
tle their differences and remember
Politicians have become so spine- becomes clear.
that the public interest is paraThe American Legion, at its re- mount. People generally are tired
less, and hopelessly embroiled in
.4;;;It
the battle between labor and indus- cent convention, dealt vigorously to death of over-rich folks trying
try, that they are afraid to take with this matter and adopted cer- to keep all their riches without reany concerted action to adjust mat- tain resolutions which it would be gard for public welfare and of ar"0.
'
/
1
4"
1
ters to their right perspective. The well for every American to make rogant labor leaders trying to get
•t"
real danger lies in the prospects his own.
the public interest at naught on the
ahead, for this country may see a
The resolution condemning Naz- promise that they are speaking for
111 1"
'•
continued prograrn of centralized ism. Fa.s.cism, and Communism— the men in their unions, when it
by
ruled
governmant
t
by
appears
to
control
many of us that in realand urging all Americans to fight
lo mite •‘,;
:
C
fewer and fewer bigwigs until the them constantly. The resolutions ity they are chiefly speaking for
i
American people lose more and opposing all un-Arnerican propa- retention of their power as labor
•
4
more of their privileges and rights. ganda aimed at disunity and div- leaders.
.•••
1 111111
For President Truman to belabor ision. The resolution warning that
Congress, after the stand he has all propagandists are not foreignThe plan by our government to
taken on the labor front with re- born, and calling for immediate ac- freeze prices for six months
after
and
Electric
gard to the General
tion against native-born enemies of granting strikers' demands for
labor strife, is like the kettle call, America. The resolution warning higher wages. suggested by our
le 4
log the pot black. He should ad- veterans against being lured into President in his labor-industry adjust things in his ot.vn house before subversive groups with. fantistic lress was "interesting", but a lot
casting reflections upon Congress, promises. The resolution warning of companies would likely go bustlad vice versa.
against infiltration into the ranks ed in that number of months. We
As long as labor unions can op- of the Legion itself of "certain are not quarreling with Labor and
erate outside of the law, and can- groups and individuals" whose we are not quarreling with Indusnot be held accountable ,by the avowed purpose is to promote "dis- try; we are only emphasizing the
government, so long will we have unity within the Legion."
fact that when Labor and Industry
strikes and discords, with no hope
These resolutions are timely in quarrel and make their settlements,
et peace on the home front. Labor every instance. For Nazism, Fas- it is the general buying public that
unions shoul first of all be required cism, and Communism are striving is made poorer and that the generSTEVE: "How was the hospital dinner,
casionally and included in that 5% Is the
to incorporate like corporations, for contror-of this country. Sub- al public is being made more and
very small number known as alcoholics.
Judge? Sorry I coulcket get there."
make audited reports to members versive propaganda is designed to more aware of the fact that these
Then he quoted a doctor from a famous
OLD JUDGE:"Very interesting, Steve. One
funds
government,
and
all
and the
divide the American people either Labor-Industry squabble are beuniversity who said 'Alcoholics are sick perof the doctors on the staff read a paper on
held in trust by authorized and by formenting class strife or by set- "ming more and more
sons and, if treated as such, may be cured.'
the research work that is going on at one of
matters of
bonded treasurers. Uniohs have be- ting Catholics against Protestants, the Public's deep concern.
Alcoholism, he said, is not caused by alcohol
the big universities where they.are studying
Comcome big business, and there is no Gentiles
against
Jews, Whites pulsory arbitration is the best solubut by deep-rooted emotional derailments
chronic alcoholism."
which can be prevented by education and
reason why its leaders should not against Negroes. The outstanding tion yet suggested for strikes
-and
STEVE:"I'd like to have heard that, Judge."
often cured through modern psychology!"
be held strictly accountable for Fasfist and Communist leaders in disputes between Labor and InOLD JUDGE:"He pointed out that appro::every action, including living up America are native-born. Subver- dustry.
imately 95% of the people who drink do so
STEVE:"That's the most sensible approsth
Ile contracts made. What is good sive organizations are promoting an
sensthly. Only 5% abuse the privilege octo the problem I've heard."
liar the goo/se should also be good energetic campaign to recruit vetAmerica leads the march of proair the gander.
erans--and one of the ways best gress because our system of
per-
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ROUTE THREE
We could never tell bitter from
tweet, if we had never tasted either.
But give us more sunshine, and
asore sugar.
Hester Bennett and mother are
convalescing, but the seige of flu
has been long and hard.
W. A. Crittendon, wife and little
daughter, Peggy Ann, of Mayfield,
spent the week end with Mr. and
Mrs. Dean Williams.
Dean Williamse and wife spent
Tuesday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Hester Bennett.
Mrs R. S. Gossum and children
went the week end with B. H. Lowry and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnell Lowry attended the funeral of Mrs. Sudie
Yates at Pilot Oak Tuesday.
J. C. Foster spent a while Tuesday visiting Hick Bennett and mother.
W. T. Foster has moved to the
Herbert Hudson place for another
year. He worked with Gene Moody
bat year.
Mr. and Mrs. Oria Foster and Mrs.
11151dred Butler were guests of Alvin Foster and wife Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Foster spent
Saturday night Saturday night at
Oria Foster's store, spent Sunday
afternoon with E. O. Lowry.
Mesdames W. A. Crittendon and
lade, Dean Williams and wife were
in Mayfield Friday and Saturday.
Mrs. Theron Jones returned to
Memphis after the Christmas holidays were spent with Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Jones and Mrs. E. L. Foster.

Mrs. G. W. Brann spent Monday
afternoon with Mrs.. Lizzie Foster.
Adair Cannon was on the Route
last week.
After a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
Wally Haas in Memphis, Jack Williams, wife and daughter, Judith,
returned to Nolan Williams for a
few days, then on to their home in
Detroit.
Mrs. E. C. Lowry has been quite
sick for the past week with intestinal flu.
B. H. Lowry and some neighborly help, stripped several thousand
pounds of tobacco the past week
after he helped a neighbor strip
his burley.
Richard Lowry goes to school
Monday through Friday, strips tobacco on Saturay, then he and his
best gal go to the show Saturday
night.
P. J. Brann is a very busy man.
He put in a stove flue despite adverse weather, the past week.

Mrs. Magdaline Tibbs of Memphis
spent from Sunday until 'Tuesday
with Mr. and Mrs. Percy Veatch
and Luther Veatch.
Mrs. Ella ell Guyn, Wallis Meadows and Pressie Moore visited Bob
Veach and family Wednesday afternoon.
Billy Grew spent Wednesday
night with Mr and Mrs. Elmoore
Copeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Len Snow and baby
visited Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow for
a while Saturday night.

•TIDBITS
THE CAPTAIN, THEN AND NOW

A PRAYER

Dear God, I pause in prayer tonight. for the boys who hove fought
for us. Our hearts are heavy beeause our friends, brothers and relatives were killed in action; boys
whom we love, boys who gave their
lives. so that we might keep the
freedom we cherish. Dear God,
help our many boys who have not
ye come home, comfort them in
thier lonely hours and give them
strength and courage to carry on
uptil they can be home with their
loved ones. Bless the ones whose
hearts are heavy in sorrow over
some loved one who has fallen in
battle. Help us to live and carry
on, so that those who died will have
died in vain. Help us to tmderstand and remedy the selfishness
of nations that make such sacrifice necessary. Father, help us to
make a better world, and help us
to understand and appreciate the
boys who are coming home from
overseas, and the ones that are already home. God, I thank thee
that this cruel war has ended and
thousands are at peace again.' Help
all of us to make this a more beautiful and better world to live in.
Amen. —By Miss Wanda Childers.

Those of us who have lived long
enough to have known intimately
many Civil War soldiers have passed through three eras of attitudes
toward the soldier. So far as I can
see, we can hardly go farther along
this line. unless some new attitude
is discovered.
When we were small, everything
was overshadowed by the Civil War.
ROCK SPRINGS
When a few people got together, the
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Guyn spent conversation soon drifted around to
;unday with Mr. and Mrs. Luther the valor of the soldiers. All our
veterans were Southerners; hence
Kile Moore of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd spent we never heard of any brave deeds
Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. Her- done by Northerners. Any half dozen of or veterans, if half their tales' the entire union movement, if soine- ally.employed workers are to have
man Elliott.
for THE NEWS!
Miss Gladys Moore spent Wed- were true, could have whipped a thing isn't done, and promptly, to the inc:ome essenial to full employ- •Subscribe Now
ment—PRIVATE OWNEDSHIP OF
nesday afternoon with Elmoore w.ole company of Yankees. And we stop them.
IN D USTRIES
small fry had them whip the YanFor instance, Editor Bill Downey MONOPOLISTIC
Copelen and family.
Mrs. Pauline Walker returned kees every time_we got together at of the Collinsville (Conn.) Farm- MUST BE REPLACED BY FORMS
W. W. Jones & Sons
someone's house on Sunday. after- ington Valley
Herald suspects OF SOCIAL OWNERSHIP, such as
from Texas Sunday.
Funeral Home
funthe
all
at
got
old
or
started
noon
co-operatives,
boys
and
TVA
Moore
the
there is something behind the curMisses Marie and Gladys
Phone MO
129 University
visited Mrs. Willie Ruth Mr.:Clan- the loafers' J'int. goldiers were rent wave of strikes and threats damentally democratic in charactglamorous fellows in those days. of strikes that does not meet the er."
MARTIN, TENN.
ahan Tuesday afternoon,
We never questioned the- right of eye. He suggests that "it would be
A Distinctive Service Well
Apparently, Mr. Ruether is so inWithin Your Means
i any of them to tell all sorts of stor- intersting to know whether or not tent on socializing industry that
ies and felt that the only profession one or more strikes were sug- later on in his essay, he repeats
worthy of a man was the military gested by some other nation that himself in slightly different phrasprofession. Some of us felt that does not belive in our economic eology, as follows: "
a new
Accurate
our having born a generation after system—and whose interest is to American progressive party must
the Civil War virtually closed all weaken us."
WORKMANSHIP
propose a pattern of social owneropportunitites for brave deeds. The
Downey goes on to say that "so ship that will serve to break the
-At Low Cost
only question we ever allowed our- arrogant have some labor bosses controls of monopoly capitalism.
Watches amain and Tine
selves was why these very brave become in their statements and And the forms of social ownership
Pieces of an Kinds Accuratemen came back from the war in demands both upon management it does propose to institute must,
ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
be
men.
After completely remodeling we are now open,
to
old
lived
and
one pieces
and upon he workers whom they and the TVA, be absolutely demoOf course, we did not dare hint to, control, that there is reasonable cratic in character. Such an econANDREWS
the yarn-spinners that some of our room for doubt that the best in- omic approah—involving the subJEWELRY COMPANY
and prepared to serve you.
heroes might never have seen a terests of America and American stitution of democratic social ownerbattle or smelled gunpowder; if workmen are now uppermost in ship or private monopoly owner
we had said such a disturbing thing their minds." And then he inquir- ship and the retention of useful and
as that, we probably would not have es, "What's behind it all?"
efficient small business under pribeen able to get the heroes started
Editor Dan Whetstone of the vate controls—can win the support
again, not to mention correction by Cut Bank (Mon.) Pioneer Press and participation of important
are esour parents.
asks a question that might well be groups whose contributions
When nearly all the veterans of the answer to Editor Downey's sential to the operation of a mal--f
the Civil War died at an advanced query. He inquires: "Newsweek ern economic system."
age the boys from World War I gives as the information that- ZusJust as Adolph Hitler in '"Mein
came back from Europe, the most sian motor manufarturers are gett- Kampf" served notice on the world
•
have
I
disillusioned group of people
ing set to produce cars and trucks as to what he had in store for it,
ever known. The.ones who actually In huge quantities. Could it be Victor Reuther has now bared his
participated in the bloody battles possible that this in some degree, soul in this magazine article as to
on the Wsetern Front did not like provides the explanation for the what the future holds for America
to talk about their experiences. If tei-up in the big Detroit auto if he and other leaders of the UAWthey had killed as many Germans plants?"
CIO have their way.
as our Rebels had killed Yankees,
If that doesn't completely satisfy
The strike against General MoI fear they still would not have Editor Dovrney, he can find the tors, with demands for wage inbragged about it at the country answer as to what is behind at least creases and concessions that the corCash and Carry Service
store. What they wanted to do one of the strifes if he will turn to
poration cannot grant and survive
We have some good,all-metal equip,rnent, such as:
was to forget the whole horrible an article entitled "Look Forward as a privaetly owned enterprise,
—Your Patronage h Alexperience as quickly as possible. Labor," by Victor G. Reuther, in
sem to be part of the Reuther plan
'ttot
did
who
Of course, the boys
from 'Private
the December issue of COMMON o drive industry
ways Appreciated.
get accross the ocean often talk of SENSE. Before quoting Mr. Reu- Control into some "Form of Social
the unes who used to kill so many ther, let it be known that he is a Ownership."
Yankees at the Fidelity loafers' brother of Walter Reuther, ViceThere, Mr. Bill Downey, seems to
J'int.
President of UAW-CIO, and he be your answer as to "What's Beof
phase
German
And now the
himself is the head of that union's hind It All?"
World War II is over, and daily Committee on Post War Policy.
veterans are drifting back, some on From this you will gathre that VicThe two great movers of the
furloughs, some released because tor Reuther speaks as one who plays human mind are the desire for
of points or wounds. Not a single a leading role in shaping the poli- good and the fear of evil.—Johnboy has yet bragged about any- cies of the UAW-CIO.
son.
thing' in my presence. Not one has
Phone
Says Victor Reuther in the course
experiwanted to talk about his
of his article: "... if the industri-1 •Subscribe Now for TEE NEWS'
ences in battle or in prison. Any
subject except war is preferable to
them. Probably years hence there
may be a loosening of their tongues,
but I feel.that our boys do not need
Clifeke
Baby
"Home of Personality
tb be told that war is a tragic business, even when it is necessary to
preserve our very lives. Probably
my grandchildren will hear great
heroes who never left America tell
how bloody and heroic it all was,
but I think that the fellows who
worst will remain discreetly silent,
lace their fathers of World War I.
And thus passes the glory of the
military man, right in our OWT1
We have acquired the services of Chas. Holloway as General Manlives. And it has greatly colored the
things we read in boks, too, so that
ager of Sales and Service. Mr. Holloway is no stranger to most of you,
APPOINTMENTS MADE IN ADVANCE
alluring pictures of battlefieldS
having been Ford dealer here for a number of years.
seem remnants of art earlier and
time.
Mr Hollow4 states that there has been more interest shown in the
cruder and more brutal

LOWE'S NEW CAFE
YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED

CALL US

See us for yolii

DRY CLEANING
LAUNDRY SERVICE

POULTRY SUPPLIES

Chick Feeders and Water Fountains
Electric or Oil Brooders
Poultry Feeds and Medicines

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS

FULTON HATCHERY

Let Us Repair Your Car
and Service It For Winter

24 -HOUR

TAXI SERVICE
JIFFY CAB
PHONE 23
'WE SELL-Newspapers
Popular Magazines
Cold Drinks
Tobaccos
Confections

Jiffy Newstand
106 Lake Street Extension

THE AMERICAN WAY
[

*Was*Pssi
WHAT'S BEHIND IT ALL?
A.s a friend of and a staunCh supporter of union labor, I am writing this aritcle in an attempt to ar, ruose the union workers of this na' tion to the fact that certain of their
or
deliberately
leaders, either
ithrough ignorance, will sabotage
the American Way, and with it,

new 1946 model Ford than any new model in his experience as dealer. He
has his organization ready to serve you, and invites you to come in and
have your old car repaired and place your order for a New FordGenuine Ford Parts are available now, and Mr. Holloway has three
new meehanics added to the service department and can give you immediate
estimates on your repair jobs. So bring your car in and get it ready for
winter driving. We also have an ample supply of Anti-Freeze for your
radiator.

Huddleston Motor Co.

THE FULTON COURTY NEWS, FULTON, K.ENTUCKY
Out of Eternity the .new Day is
NOTED SPEAKERS TO
Mrs. George Webb was brought
Bureau Federation. He will discuss ois, speaking on better housing; D./11 "'Jewel Buck has been ill with
cooperation among farmers during Tirrunons of Washington, adviser of the flu this week.
BE HEI1RD AT FARM
home from the Fulton hospital born; Into Eternity at night will
session the Office of Prim Administration,
Estes Cunningham has been ap- last week.
return —Thomas Carlyle.
AND HOME MEETINGS reconversion, at the general
discussing prie...e regulations, and pointed the new bank clerk. He
for farmers the first day.
Dr. H. B. Price of the University began his duties the third of JanNoted speakers to be heard at the
Other speakers at the farmer's of Kentucky, reviewing Kentucicy
uary.
34th armual Farm and Home Con- general session Jan. 29 include PresIk
n fly
apaiMatefwaltifios:
agriculture during reconversion.
Mr. Tillman Brann passed away
vention at Hie University of Ken- ident H. L. Donovan in a discussion
Cooperation among farmers dur- Wednesday night at his home
KenDevelops
Uuiversity
tucky at Ilexington Jan 29-Feb. 1 of "The
ing reconversion will be the subQuick relief from the
south of Dukedom. Funeral servinculde Roger Corbett of Chicago, tucky's Rescources;" Prof. K. H.
taalffly, sneezy, stuffy
ject of an address by John H. Dav- ices v,•ere held Thursday at Good
secretary of the American Farm Hinchcliff of the University of Illindistress of head colds
is of Washington, se,
...retary of the Springs Presbyterian Church. He
Is what you want. So
try Va-tro-nol — a few
National Council of Farmer Coop- is survived by his wife and three
drops up each nostril
eratives, at the general sessoin
—to reduce congestion,
children, Thomas, 'Troy and Mrs.
irritation! And
soothe
farmers Jan. 30, and at the general
Willie Cashon of St. Louis.
Va-tro-nol
also helps
session an Jan. 31 Dean Thcmas P.
many colds
prevent
Mrs. Willie Cashon and sons of
Cooper of the College of griculture
from developing if used
St. Louis attended the funeral of
in time. Try itl Follow
and Honie Economics
speak.
directions in folder.
father, Tillman Brann ThursSpeakers at the sessions for her
homemakers will include Mrs. Sa- day.
rah Porter Ellis. of the Southern
TO MY FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS:
States Coopreaitve; Prof. Hinchcliff; Miss Ruth M. Beard, Ohio
State University household equipAfter a rest of three years, and being absent from my
ment expert; Miss Virginit Jewel.
store, I am again taking over the full management of the
New York clothing -resigner; Robert
store.
Wilson of the Kentucky Utilities
Just take this opportunity to say that after the long
Company; Miss Elan L. Anderson of
rest, I am feeling fine and will be found on the job at the
the Farm Foundation in Chicago,
store, and will welcome you at all times.
and Mrs. Wanda Wilkins of BraI'm going to do my best to give to the public pre-war
zil.
service, value%4
; and if there is any complaint at any
, service or price, I will consider it a
time as to co
favor if you will report to me, so that I can make adjust1?UKEDOM
*
ments to your satisfaction.

d*Ids

NOTICE

VICKS VA-TRO-NO

and ...
Coke for all

There will be many new items that will come out, and
lots of things that have been critical and hard to get, that
will be added to the stock just as soon as they are on the
_
marketI APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE, and hope to merit
the continuation of your business.

A. G. BALDRIDGE, Owner

BEN FRANKLIN
STORE

Junior' House received his discharge from the Navy and arrived imme Saturday.
Mrs. Lois Roberts moved to the
Alinus Byara place last week.
Mrs. Carrie Marshall has been
on the sick list far several days.
Alden Adams of Detroit was a
visitor here this week.
Mrs. Lela Webb has been sick
for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Prince
moved to the Olin Williams place
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Frank •Laird
and daughter arrived home last
week for a vsiit with Mr. and Mrs
Joe Laird and 24r. and Mrs. Will
French. Mr. Laird was discharged
from the Navy recently.

WARMNG!
DON'T GIVE A COLD
Ati OVERNIGHT START

Fight a cold from the first sneeze with Owl
Drug company cold stoppers. Keep a supply of
cold,remedies in your medicine chest and use
them at the very first sign of a cold.
PRESCRIPTIONS CAREFULLY
COMPOUNDED
PHONE 1 6 0

OWL DRUG COMPANY
436 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

ILOTTLED UNDO AUTNOMTY OE THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.

CITY NATIONAL BAINK

If you feel a cold creeping over you, don't

FULTON, KENTUCKY
At the close of business December 31, 1945
RESOURCES

LIABILITIFS

Loans and Discounts__
$ 149,747.54
Overdrafts (none)
Banking House, Furniture and Fix. 22,000.00
Stock in Federal Reserve Bank __
4,250.00
Bonds and Securities _
8,838.67
U. S. Government Bonds _
2,062,300.00
Cash and Due from Banks .. .... 2,164,733.43

$ 80,000.00
Capital Stock
64,000.00
Surplus
6,152.68
Undivided Profits
2,2-55.79
Reserved for unearned interest __
Reserved for Taxes and other
5,117.26
reserves —
4,800.06
Dividend No. 87
Deposits
4,249,543.91

TOTAL -------- -

TOTAI.

$4,411,869.64

$4,411,869.64

Wrecker Service

This Strong National Bank greets the New Year with optimism. For nearly
Fifty Years of uninHipeachable record we have served three generations of Fultonians and the surrounding community. During th'is time we have fostered
many enterprises and have aided many to financial independence.

We specialize in going to the aid of motorists who break down on the road, or have the
misfortune to be in a smash-up. Our wrecker is
mpsipped to pull your car out of a ditch, or bring
it in for repair.

With over FOUR MILLION DOLLARS assets, experienced officials and
commodious banking quarters we ;lie adequately equipped to care for the banking needs of Fulton and surrounding territory.

DAY and NIGHT SERVICE
A SPECIALTY
Day Phone 723—Night Phone 9188

Er COSTS LESS TO PREPARE YOUR CAR
FOR SERVICE 'THAN TO REPAIR LATER—
Let us Help You Keep Your Automobile In Good
Running Condition. We repair anything from a
minor trouble to a complete overhaul job.
Just Call Us—We'll Do the Rest!

Jones & Grooms
Corner Carr and State Line Streets

a
a
1

1
1

1

Condensed Statement of Condition of the

go to bed tonight until you-do something about
it Never give a cold an overnight start. It may
lead to a serious illness, and that's dangerous
as well as very expensive.

1

Through panics and deprestlions as well as through times of prosperity we
have efficiently and conscientiously safeguarded the interests of our depositors.
We solicit your continued patronage on our record.
DTRECTORS
JOE BROWDER
W. A. TERRY
N. G. COOKE
C. P. WILLIAMS
LOUIS F. BURICE
ISSJ.JE H WEAKS
LEON E. BROWDER
JOE D. DAVIS

Member Federal Reserve System
Member American Bankers Association

N. G. COOKE, President
CLYDE P. WILI1AMS,
Executive Vice-Pres. and Cashier
W. A. TERRY, Vice-President
B. J. PIGUE, Assistant Cashier
JOHN DANIEL, Teller

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Member Kentucky Bankers Association

